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Abstract—Most of the modern cloud web services execute on
top of runtime environments like .NET’s Common Language
Runtime or Java Runtime Environment. On the one hand,
runtime environments provide several off-the-shelf benefits like
code security and cross-platform execution. On the other hand,
runtime’s features such as just-in-time compilation and automatic
memory management add a non-deterministic overhead to the
overall service time, increasing the tail of the latency distribution.
In this context, the Garbage Collector (GC) is among the leading
causes of high tail latency. To tackle this problem, we developed
the Garbage Collector Control Interceptor (GCI) – a request
interceptor algorithm, which is agnostic regarding the cloud
service language, internals, and its incoming load. GCI is wholly
decentralized and improves the tail latency of cloud services by
making sure that service instances shed the incoming load while
cleaning up the runtime heap. We evaluated GCI’s effectiveness
in a stateful service prototype, varying the number of available
instances. Our results showed that using GCI eliminates the
impact of the garbage collection on the service latency for small
(4 nodes) and large (64 nodes) deployments with no throughput
loss.
Index Terms—cloud-computing, tail-latency, garbage-collector,
runtime, cloud-services

(ECDF) [8] and highlights the median and 99.9th percentile
for a synthetic constant CPU-bound workload processed by a
Java™ [9] HTTP service instance. Although all requests are
equal and the workload is uniform, the 99.9th percentile of the
latency is considerably worse than the median. Eliminate the
tail latency caused by the GC’s non-deterministic overhead is
the primary goal of this work.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Managed programming languages, i.e., languages in which
programs execute on top of a runtime environment, are prevalent in current cloud data-centers [1]. Companies such as
Twitter [2] and Facebook [3], for instance, are writing most
of their applications in Scala and PHP. At the same time,
cloud platforms such as Google AppEngine [4] and Microsoft
Azure [5] are explicitly targeting the execution of services
written in managed languages.
These runtime environments (RTEs) are popular because
they provide several off-the-shelf benefits. For example, RTEs
typically provide automatic memory management, which removes the need for developers to manually track and release
memory, avoiding entire classes of bugs. RTEs also enable
cross-platform execution, allowing the same code to run the
service on multiple operating systems.
However, some of these benefits come with a performance
penalty. For example, it is well-known that the Garbage
Collector (GC) negatively impacts the service performance due
to CPU competition or stop-of-the-world pauses [6], [7]. To
concretely illustrate the problem, let us analyze Figure I. It
shows the latency empirical cumulative distribution function

Fig. 1. Latency ECDF of a single experiment run (4 replicas, Java stateful
service)

Since cloud services are typically structured as multi-tiered,
large-scale distributed systems, serving a single request may
involve requests to tens or hundreds of servers. For example,
a query to Facebook’s real-time data management system
involves hundreds of servers [10] and some stages of a Bing
search query may hit thousands of servers in parallel [11].
In this context, the non-deterministic overhead caused by the
GC to the service time of an instance ends up lengthening
the tail of the service latency distribution, as even temporary
latency spikes from individual nodes may ultimately dominate
end-to-end latencies [6], [11], [12].
One could argue that tuning the GC eliminates its impact on
latency; however, it is a hard task. First, GC tuning depends
on characteristics of the load the cloud service is subjected
to, which can be very dynamic, particularly in worldwide
distributed systems. Second, it depends on the service code,
which can be deployed many times a day through continuous
delivery pipelines. Another option would be to switch back
to manual memory management, either by programming in

a language that does not have a runtime support (e.g., C,
C++) or by completely turning off the garbage collector. That
would lead the team to lose the productivity gains of managed
programming languages [13]
In a previous work [14], we conducted a preliminary
evaluation of the first version of our strategy to improve the
long tail of the latency histogram. We were able to assess its
feasibility in a single-instance service. The preliminary results
demonstrated GCI efficacy and motivated the evaluation of
GCI’s usage for different types of services and with multiple
replicas behind a load balancer. That led to significant changes
in GCI’s design and implementation.
In this paper, we present the new version of the Garbage
Collector Control Interceptor (GCI), a practical approach to
improving the tail latency of cloud services by avoiding
latency spikes caused by non-deterministic garbage collector
activity. Using Figure I as a reference, GCI’s primary goals are
to narrow down the distance from the median to the 99.9th percentile line without significantly compromising the throughput
of the service. Instead of attempting to minimize the impact
of GC interventions, GCI transforms these interventions into
temporary failures. It does that by controlling the GC and
shedding the incoming load during the collection, avoiding
CPU competition and stop-the-world pauses while processing
requests. In practice, cloud load balancers would transparently
route shed requests to available service instances.
GCI is entirely agnostic regarding the service internals
and workload. Furthermore, GCI’s usage neither requires
manual configuration nor understanding of the runtime system’s internals. To decide what is the best time to perform
the garbage collection, GCI tracks the heap usage and the
number of incoming and processed requests. Allied to that,
it uses the available load shedding mechanism – i.e., Service
Unavailable status code and Retry-After response header in
HTTP services [15] – to advise load balancers to stop sending
requests (and try another service instance). GCI executes in a
completely decentralized manner and relies on only two RTEspecific API calls, making it easy to be implemented.
We implemented GCI for the Java programming language
because it is the only managed language which does not
allow developers to completely disable automatic memory
management, making it more difficult to control the garbage
collection. We evaluated GCI’s effectiveness using a stateful
service prototype, which could be a key-value in-memory store
or a web server that keeps session information across requests.
We started evaluating stateful services for two reasons: i)
because of the importance of widely used services like Cassandra [16], Elasticsearch [17] and in-memory datastores like
Netflix’s EVCache [18] and Hazelcast [19]; and ii) because
the heap usage pattern of those services leads to full garbage
collections, which are the most impactful kind of collection. In
order to assess GCI’s suitability to cloud scale, we simulated
small (4 nodes) and large (64 nodes) deployments. Our results
showed that using GCI eliminates the impact of the garbage
collection on the service latency for both deployments with
no throughput loss.

We organized the remainder of this paper as follows. Section II describes the design and implementation of GCI. In
Section III we describe our research questions and detail the
simulated evaluation and results. In Section IV we summarize
the simulator validation. In Section V we describe related work
and finally, we present our final remarks in Section VI.
II. G ARBAGE C OLLECTOR C ONTROL I NTERCEPTOR (GCI)
To help cloud service developers to deal with the impact of
non-deterministic GC interventions on latency we proposed
and implemented an easy-to-use technique called the Garbage
Collection Control Interceptor (GCI). The overall design is
based on a very common idiom in cloud services, the interceptor [20]. Instead of attempting to minimize the impact of
garbage collector interventions, GCI transparently transforms
these interventions into a temporary node unavailability. GCI
controls the garbage collector and sheds the incoming load
during the collection, which avoids CPU competition and stopthe-world pauses while processing requests.
The main advantages of using GCI instead of tuning the
garbage collector or changing the code are that GCI is entirely
agnostic of the service internals and transparently adapts
to changes in the load. Its specification is independent of
runtime and communication protocol. Furthermore, GCI is
straightforward to use1 as it requires no specific configuration
or understanding of the runtime system’s internals.
Figure 2 illustrates the overall architecture of GCI. It has
two main components (highlighted in gray): i) the Proxy – a
multiplatform, runtime-agnostic intermediary responsible for
controlling the garbage collector and shedding the load – and
ii) the Request Processor – a thin layer which runs within
the service and executes two runtime-specific commands,
i.e., checking the heap allocation and performing a garbage
collection.

Fig. 2. GCI Architecture. The Proxy and the Request Processor intercept
the execution flow of the Service. The Proxy controls the garbage collector
and sheds the load. The Request Processor, which runs within the Service,
is responsible for checking the heap allocation and performing garbage
collection.
1 Available

at https://github.com/gcinterceptor

We next detail the core concepts of GCI. We first describe
the Proxy, which is responsible for controlling the GC and
shedding requests. Then we explain the Request Processor and
how it receives commands and sends information to the GCI
Proxy.
A. GCI Proxy
Figure 3 illustrates the general operation of the GCI. If
the service is unavailable, because the garbage collector is
already running, GCI Proxy sheds the request. Shedding a
request means to inform the load balancer about the instance’s
unavailability (e.g., Service Unavailable HTTP response). That
allows the cloud load balancer to resend the request to the next
service instance.

Fig. 3. GCI flow.

If the service is available, and it is time to check the heap
usage, the GCI Proxy commands the Request Processor to do
so. With such information about the heap, the Proxy decides
whether it is time to clean up memory. If it is not yet time
for the garbage collector to run, the usual request processing
flow takes place. If it is time to collect the garbage, the GCI
Proxy marks the service as unavailable and sheds the incoming
requests until the service is available again. In addition to
that, GCI Proxy tracks the completion of all pending requests.
When the service is done processing all pending requests, the
GCI Proxy triggers the heap cleanup, which is performed by
the Request Processor. When the garbage collector finishes,
the GCI Proxy marks the service as available.
The two critical aspects of GCI Proxy behavior are: i) when
to check the heap usage, and ii) when to run the garbage
collection. We next describe the trade-offs and choices behind
those two decisions.

1) Deciding when to check the heap usage: Java, Python,
Ruby and many other runtime environments export methods to
access information about heap utilization [21]–[23]. In general,
those are lightweight operations and return reasonable estimations. However, there are cases in which the determination of
current memory usage is expensive, for example, when objects
are not contiguously packed [21].
As GCI aims at adding minimum overhead, to check memory usage at each request would be inefficient, especially in
highly loaded production deployments. The GCI checks the
heap after processing N requests. The choice of N is a tradeoff. If N is too small, the overhead of checking memory usage
can become prohibitive. Otherwise, either we lose control over
the garbage collector, or the system could run out of memory.
Defining N is not trivial. A fixed value for N may not always be efficacious, because requests could differ and the load
could vary over time leading to different heap usage patterns.
Furthermore, the usage of complex, computationally intensive
prediction algorithms could negatively impact performance.
To cope with these constraints, N starts with a conservative
value (e.g., 10) and varies slowly during the service lifetime,
according to the following algorithm:
The GCI Proxy keeps a cyclic buffer with the latest values
of N (history) and tracks the number of requests processed
between consecutive garbage collections. The history starts
with the first value of N . After every collection, the number of
requests processed is added to the history, and the minimum
value in the history is selected to be the next value of N .
Furthermore, there is an upper bound to the value of N as
another way of avoiding the runtime system to trigger the
garbage collection unexpectedly. Finally, as the arrival rate and
the amount of memory needed to compute each request can
vary a lot over time, keeping a long history might not improve
the decision. Thus GCI keeps a small history that considers the
N value reached for the last 5 controlled garbage collection
executions.
2) Deciding when to run the garbage collector: For every
N requests processed, GCI checks the heap. When the amount
of heap allocated by the service reaches a certain threshold
(T ), GCI starts its preparation to collect garbage. Alike N , the
value of T starts small (e.g., 30% of the heap or generation
size) and increases after each collection until a maximum
value.
As non-deterministic collections negatively impact the service latency, an essential aspect to consider is whether the
target runtime allows disabling automatic runs of the garbage
collector. As the collection control algorithm is meant to be
runtime agnostic, it avoids spurious GC executions by setting
the maximum value of T to a conservative factor of the heap
or generation size (e.g., 70%). In case that is not enough, every
uncontrolled garbage collection execution leads to a decrease
of the value of T .
Finally, GCI runs in a completely decentralized manner, and
that could lead to the case where all or most instances become
unavailable at the same time, and thus the service would not
be able to process requests. To avoid throughput loss, each

instance changes T by a small random value after controlled
collections. Those updates keep happening throughout the
service lifetime.
B. Request Processor
The GCI Request Processor is a thin layer which runs
inside each service instance to execute two runtime-specific
commands: i) check heap usage, and ii) perform garbage
collection. For runtimes in which it is not possible to switch
off the automatic collection, the GCI Request Processor also
notifies the GCI Proxy in case of spurious garbage collector
executions.
Using HTTP cloud services as an example, the communication between the GCI Proxy and the Request Processor
uses HTTP requests with specific headers2 . Responses and
notifications come back to the Proxy via response headers.
For instance, when it is time to perform a garbage collection,
the Proxy sends the ”GCI” request header with value ”GC”.
Procedure 1 depicts the pseudocode of such control protocol.
Procedure 1 HTTP Request Processor
switch RequestHeaders.Get(”GCI”)
case ”GC”:
Runtime.F orceGC()
case ”ALLOC”:
Alloc ⇐ Runtime.GetHeap().GetU sage()
ResponseHeaders.P ut(”GCI − ALLOC”, Alloc)
end switch
return T rue
III. E VALUATION
We conducted our evaluation to answer the following question: does GCI shorten the tail of the latency distribution
without significantly penalizing the service throughput? To
answer such question, we carried out simulation experiments
to evaluate the GCI usage in a cloud service scenario.
Our experimental design followed a full factorial design
with two factors and 5 repetitions. The metrics considered
to evaluate the GCI performance were the latency distribution
and the average throughput. One crucial factor defined the size
of the cluster running the service, and we called this factor the
cloud scale. The cloud scale is needed to properly evaluate the
impact of the GCI on the latency when, by chance, the load
balancer directs requests to unavailable nodes in a cascade.
The cloud scale factor varied in two levels: small (4 nodes)
and large (64 nodes). The other factor is the status of the GCI,
which can be on or off.
We built a discrete-event simulator3 as well as a workload
generator that creates and sends requests. The simulation
model consists of a load balancer that receives the requests
and routes them to a set of nodes in a round-robin fashion.
The load balancer transparently forwards shed requests to the
2 A different GCI implementation, for another kind of service, could use
another mechanism
3 Se Section IV to see the validation process of the simulation model.

next node. Each node has one chance to process the request,
and if all the nodes were unavailable, the request fails. The
simulated load balancer behavior mimics the Nginx, a widelyused load balancer [24], which has round-robin as the default
load balancing method. A request is successfully finished if
at least one node was able to handle it. In this context, we
measured the latency of the successful requests at the load
balancer and defined throughput as the rate of successful
requests processed per unit of time.
In addition to the load balancing behavior, the simulator
also models the behavior of the nodes that handle the requests
and the resource consumption (heap usage) in these nodes.
Instead of modeling these aspects directly, the simulated nodes
replay the behavior of a real server, observed in a small-scale
measurement experiment.
To carry out this measurement experiment we implemented
a version of the GCI in compliance with Java version 10 [9]4
and a toy stateful service whose requests allocate 256KB of
memory, compute 5 thousand prime numbers5 and update its
state. We used Nginx as the load balancer and its default
balancing algorithm, round-robin. The service was executed
in a virtual machine with two cores and 1GB of RAM. The
Nginx, the GCI Proxy, and the load generator ran in a separate
virtual machine, configured with four cores and 2GB of RAM.
The cloud service JVM was configured to work in server
mode, with a 512MB heap (50% of this heap is used to store
the young generation) and to use the Garbage-First garbage
collector (G1GC) [25] (default in Java 10 when running in
server mode). The state allocated by the service was fixed and
equals to 132MB, which is less than the quantity of heap left to
the tenured generation. As an attempt to narrow the causes of
latency variance to the garbage collection, we chose to send
the same request at a constant and low rate, which was 30
requests per second. Each run lasts around 10 minutes, which
is enough to reach the steady state after discarding the first 4
minutes of each test to minimize the effects of JVM warmup [26]. We restarted the service JVM, the GCI Proxy, and
Nginx before the next experiment run.
This experiment outputs a replay log with an entry for
each request processed during the experiment. The entry has
a status code, to indicate whether the request was served or
shed, and the latency to process the request, measured in the
load balance. For the simulation experiment, we did not repeat
the replay logs generated by the measurement experiment.
Thus, the simulation of a 64 servers scenario required the
previous execution of 64 replicas the 1-instance measurement
experiment, one for each simulated server.
Each simulated node replays its log sequentially, as it
receives news requests from the load balancer. On receiving
a request, there are two possible outcomes, based on the
entry status code. When the status code indicates the request
was successfully processed, the simulator registers the request
latency as seen in the log entry. In its turn, when the entry
4 Available

at http://github.com/gcinterceptor/gci-java

5 https://github.com/gcinterceptor/java-experiments/tree/master/msgpush

status code indicates the request was shed, the simulator denies
the execution of the request under simulation and sends it back
to the load balancer. In this late case, the load balancer keeps
the response time of the shed request to compute the simulated
latency and routes the request to the next node.
A. Results
Figure 4 presents the tail of the latency’s empirical cumulative distribution function (ECDF) [8] for experiments with
GCI on and off. These results indicate that by enabling GCI
we decrease the tail of the latency distribution for both large
and small stateful services.

distributions. Our results confirmed that the GCI algorithm is
ready for cloud scale, as large and small service deployments
experienced very similar improvements. Furthermore, results
also show that GCI’s overhead is negligible, as medians are
very close in both service types.
TABLE I
D ETAILED VIEW OF THE TAIL LATENCY OF SMALL AND LARGE SERVICES .
R ANGES ARE THE MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM VALUES OF EACH STATISTIC
ACROSS ALL EXPERIMENT REPLICAS . A LL VALUES ARE IN MILLISECONDS
AND ROUNDED TO THE 3 MOST SIGNIFICANT DIGITS .

Latency Perc.
50th
99th
99.9th
99.99th
99.999th

(a) Small Service (4 nodes)

(b) Large Service (64 nodes)
Fig. 4. Latency ECDF at tail showing that enabling GCI improves the
performance of small and large stateful services. The vertical-axis starts at the
99th percentile. Vertical lines show the percentiles when GCI is on (dashed)
and off (solid).

Enabling GCI for a small stateful service improves the
99th percentile of the latency by 30%. The benefits are more
significant as we move towards the end of the distribution,
reaching 47% at the 99.999th percentile. Furthermore, it is
important to notice that enabling GCI not only made the
latency better (moving towards the median) but also improved
predictability by shortening the distance between the 99th and
99.999th percentiles by a factor of 3.
Table I details the performance of both service sizes. As
our experiments increased load and resources in the same
proportion, we expected very small or no difference in latency

Small
GCI Off
[24, 24]
[43, 43]
[74, 77]
[90, 97.2]
[97.9, 114]

Service
GCI On
[23, 23]
[30, 30]
[34, 35]
[42, 42.4]
[57.6, 58.3]

Large Service
GCI Off
GCI On
[24, 24]
[23, 23]
[42, 43]
[30, 30]
[75, 75]
[36, 36]
[85, 94]
[47, 49]
[111, 119] [58, 58]

These results allow us to answer the research question by
showing that GCI reduces the tail of the latency distribution
across all considered scenarios. Besides, there is a substantial
decrease in the distance between the 99th and 99.999th (tail
variability), which leads to a more predictable service time
profile.
Impact on throughput: GCI’s load shedding mechanism
did not lead to a throughput penalty in any of the considered
scenarios. One could argue that sending the same request at
a constant rate would necessarily lead to the unavailability of
all serving nodes. The achieved result is a consequence of
the efficacy of the randomized shedding threshold mechanism
used. Without this mechanism, all the nodes receiving exactly
the same load would need a garbage collection at the same
time, which, in turn, would have decreased the throughput
when the GCI was on.
In summary, regardless of the service size, enabling GCI
substantially reduces not only the tail of the latency distribution but also the ratio of the tail to the median, leading to a
more predictable latency profile. GCI’s overhead is negligible,
and there is no throughput loss for the considered cases.
IV. VALIDATION
Our simulation model was validated through measurement
experiments. To carry out these measurement experiments we
implemented the GCI, the workload generator and a stateful
service prototype6 . We executed the measurement experiments
for validation by varying the factors presented in Section III,
which are the GCI on/off and cloud service scale small/large.
For the sake of simplicity, we ran the validation experiments
for services with 1,2 and 4 service nodes. We replicated each
system experiment test five times. We compared the results
of the simulation and the measurement experiments in the
same scenarios. This is the most reliable and preferred way to
validate a simulation model [27]. Figure 5 shows the result of
the comparison for validation.
6 These
implementations
are
https://github.com/gcinterceptor/gci-simulator

available

at

Fig. 5. Comparison of simulation and measurement experimental results showing very close (overlapping) distributions. Each graph shows the ECDFs of the
latency of the measurement (solid line) and the simulation experiments (dashed lines).

Even though Figure 5 provides us with an excellent visual
hint of the simulation model validity, as latency ECDFs are
overlapping in all cases, we would like to have statistical confidence on how close those distributions are. To accomplish this
statistical comparison we used the two-sample KolmogorovSmirnov (KS) test [28]. This non-parametric Goodness-of-Fit
test [29], checks whether both samples come from populations
with identical distributions. It tests for any violation of that null
hypothesis – different medians, different variances, or different
distributions.
The challenge to perform the KS test was that it is sensitive
to large samples. As the number of requests processed during
each experiment test is substantial, we applied an approach
used in other studies to adapt the test to be used with large
samples [30], [31]. We selected 1, 000 random samples of
size 30 from each result dataset (i.e., from the simulation and
measurement experiments), obtained the p-values for the KS
test applied to each pair of samples and then calculated the
average p-value from the 1, 000 p-values that we had. Table II
presents those results.
TABLE II
R ESULT OF KS TESTS COMPARING SIMULATION AND MEASUREMENT
EXPERIMENTS REGARDING THE OBSERVED LATENCY DISTRIBUTIONS .
VALUES WERE ROUNDED TO THE THREE MOST SIGNIFICANT DIGITS .

GCI Off
GCI On

1 Node
0.453
0.439

2 Nodes 4 Nodes
0.388
0.329
0.394
0.295

As none of the p-values presented in Table II are small

enough to reject the KS test’s null hypothesis (e.g., 5%)7 ,
we conclude that the simulator and system experiment latency
results come from populations with the same distribution. The
populations do not differ in median, variability or the shape
of the distribution.
V. R ELATED W ORK
Garbage Collection Coordination: Terei and Levy defined BLADE [32], which is an API that allows developers to
leverage existing failure recovery mechanisms in distributed
systems to coordinate garbage collection and bound latency.
Taurus [33] is a mechanism to reduce tail latency by coordinating garbage collection in a distributed system. The later is a
JVM replacement which can run unmodified Java applications
and enforces cluster-wide user-defined coordination policies.
Both BLADE and Taurus leave developers with the task
of describing the coordination, which requires knowledge
about the application, its workload, the environment, besides
specific tuning. GCI is a more straightforward and easy-to-use
mechanism which plugs in the application. It neither relies on
cluster-wide coordination nor changes in the runtime.
Decrease Latency Variability: In [6], Dean, and Barroso
described their efforts to build predictable latency tail latency
in Google’s interactive services. They describe techniques to
deal with the problem, for instance, send the same requests
to multiple servers (i.e., hedged requests), re-issuing slow
requests to a different host or replicating data needed to answer
a request. Related techniques have been used to improve
7 From the original p-values we observed, on average, that 2% of them
failed to reject the KS test null hypothesis

the performance of cloud data stores like Cassandra [34]
and in data-parallel computation frameworks like MapReduce/Hadoop [35]. Our work is complementary to this body of
work. Their approaches usually look at each node as a blackbox to enhance the overall latency of distributed systems. GCI
actuates within the node, transforming the non-deterministic
impact caused by the garbage collection into a temporary node
failure. This behavior allows GCI to be used in situations
where requests cannot be duplicated and sent to multiple
servers. Nevertheless, GCI could be used in conjunction with
the techniques explored in others’ work.
Improve Garbage Collection: There has been a large
amount of work on improving pause times of garbage collectors [36], [37]. Proposed improvements are focused on algorithms [25], [38], application [37] or hardware classes [39].
Our work is orthogonal to this body of work, as GCI is not an
approach to garbage collection, but a new approach to dealing
with its performance impact on cloud services. GCI will rely
on whatever garbage collector is running on the runtime. Faster
collections will lead to smaller periods of node unavailability.
Runtime Tunning: Much work has been done to improve
the performance of JVM applications by exploring the JVM
configuration space either manually [40] or automatically [41].
Results showed that correctly tuning the system can increase
JVM performance regardless of the architecture of the system.
GCI is an approach to deal with GC interventions, and those
are going to happen, even if the service had been tuned
perfectly. That said, if the target service can be tuned and
improve its overall performance, GCI would only make its
tail latency better.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK
In this paper we propose and evaluate the Garbage Collector
Control Interceptor (GCI) – a practical approach to improve
the tail latency of cloud services by avoiding latency spikes
caused by non-deterministic garbage collector activity. GCI
controls garbage collector interventions and use available load
shedding mechanisms to avoid processing the request during
such interventions. In practice, cloud load balancers would
transparently route shed requests to available service instances.
GCI is entirely agnostic regarding the target service code
and load. Its usage neither requires manual configuration nor
understanding of the runtime system’s internals. Furthermore,
GCI executes in a completely decentralized manner and relies
on only two RTE-specific API calls, making it easy to be
implemented.
We implemented GCI for the Java programming language
and evaluated its effectiveness using a stateful service prototype. To assess GCI’s suitability to cloud scale, we simulated
small (4 nodes) and large (64 nodes) deployments. Our results
showed that using GCI reduces the impact of the garbage
collection on the service latency for both deployments with
no throughput loss.
We are aware that the stateless services are an essential
part of the cloud. We understand that many latency-sensitive
microservices and serverless deployments are stateless and

also suffer from the garbage collection impact. Extend our
evaluation and improve GCI to deal with this case is our main
future work.
Furthermore, we would like to perform a broader evaluation
of our approach. That includes measuring GCI impact on realworld stateful services, such as Elasticsearch and Cassandra,
as well as comparing GCI with other techniques to decrease
latency variability (i.e., Elasticsearch’s default GC tuning and
Cassandra’s dynamic snitch [42]). Finally, regarding the load,
we plan to use the industry-standard Yahoo! Cloud Services
Benchmark [43].
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